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Summary of already completed manuscript (March 2017 version)  

 

In order to understand and resolve internal armed conflicts one must comprehend why and how 

people revolt, and under what conditions they brutalise i.e. increasingly resort to terrorism, 

brigandry, gangsterism and other forms of violence (see Appendix for definitions) that violate 

local and/or international norms. For this reason I have constructed a Brutalisation theory. Such 

a broad, multi-disciplinary approach has the best chance to significantly enhance one’s 

comprehension of armed conflicts and their apparent morally corrosive effects. In this first 

phase of my long-lasting research on brutalisation tendencies, I first seek to falsify i.e. test the 

theory by exploring the values (norms, customs, beliefs), aims (objectives, aspirations, 

ideologies) and methods (targets, tactics, techniques) of violence by Chechen and Albanian 

separatists – particularly between 1979 and 2001, covering the crucial late Cold War and early 

post-Cold war periods. These armed non-state actors are from primarily Muslim nationalities 

in the former Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union, a relatively ‘under-researched’ area in the field 

of conflict studies. Moreover, the Chechen and Albanian separatists lasted long enough and 

were successful enough to test the hypothesised trends of increasing terrorism, banditry and 

other (war) crimes through the theory’s main variables as shown in the Diagram below: 

increasingly intolerant, ruthless and/or desperate violence-values; conflict-inducing motivations 

(grievances, avarices, interests and ideologies) leading up to the conflict; combat-stresses 

leading to traumas and brutalities; and conflict-induced motivations (grievances, avarices, 

interest and ideologies) during the conflict (see further Box I.A for the formal description of 

the theory in the completed manuscript).   
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Brutalisation Diagram I: Separatist Insurgency Model 
 

 

 

 

This pessimistically formulated and thereby also quite testable theory – which incidentally one 

can apply to any phenomena of violence, not just armed conflicts initiated by or involving rebels 

– combines theorising elements from disciplines ranging from cultural anthropology to military 

psychology. For example, the theory’s second and fourth variables, conflict-inducing and 

conflict-induced motives (of grievances, avarices, interests and ideologies), contain elements 

from the contrasting theories of frustration-aggression (Dollard et al. 1944 (1939); Miller 1941; 

Berkowitz 1962, 1969); absolute deprivation (Hobsbawm 1959, 1969; Bourdieu 1961, apud 

Poupeau/Discepolo 2008; Bell 1971, 1976, 1978, 1998); relative deprivation (Stouffer et al. 

1977 (1949); Runciman 1972 (1966); Gurr 1968, 1970); depredation (Hechter 1995; Grossman 

1999; Collier 2000a,b; Collier & Hoeffler 2002 (2000), Collier & Sambanis 2002; Fearon/Laitin 

2003), new (predatory) war (Kaldor 1999) and transformed (irregular) war (Van Creveld 

1991a,b); and conflict-of-interest polarisation in times of war and (relative) peace (Kitsuse & 

Spector 1973; Antonio & Ritzer 1975; Ross 1993; Marshall & Cole 2014). The mentioned as 

well as other theories and their authors and publications are further described and discussed in 

the completed manuscript (see its Bibliography for the source references). 

  

The Brutalisation theory’s variables, their theoretical and disciplinary backgrounds, and the 

exploratory findings on the values, aims and methods among Chechen and Albanian insurgents, 

are described in my “How to Feud and Rebel” Series in the peer-reviewed journal Iran and the 

Caucasus (Brill). The present completed manuscript contains the first two articles and an 
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expanded version of the third article of this Series; it also contains an Introduction with an 

updated, and more detailed and complete exposition of the analysis and findings presented in 

the said Series. The two-case comparative study just constitutes the very first phase of my long-

term Brutalisation research project through qualitative and quantitative analyses of multiple 

conflict cases, involving the apparent brutalities of multiple non-state and state actors. Overall, 

this first study appears to support the theory already – up to a point. The rebels in question 

brutalised only partially and unevenly across different factions. Wars could even be prevented, 

or at least become less cruel land bloody than the last ones, if Chechens and Albanians are able 

and willing to restore and recuperate their violence-values to the higher norms they once had. 

Such an optimistic scenario has a better chance of succeeding if they tie their ‘old’ values to 

‘new’ professional(ised) honour codes being practised by those armies, police units and other 

actors with a monopoly on violence who thus try their utmost to uphold human rights and 

humanitarian law. 

 

As explained in more detail in the Methodology section of the completed manuscript, the entire, 

larger research project will know many more phases, including: 

 

a) expanding the analysis of brutalisation characteristics among non-state actors like the 

typically anti-regime rebel communities (my composite term) of the Chechens and 

Albanians, to an equally in-depth treatment of such characteristics among (semi-)state 

actors like the typically incumbent regime communities (ibid) of Russians and Serbs;  

b) expanding the comparative analysis to several more cases on the Eurasian continent 

between 1979 and 2001, like the 1992-1997 civil war in Tajikistan and one or more 

distinguishable conflicts in Afghanistan, to see whether brutalisation i.e. increasing 

violations of proper or justifiable violence has occurred in any of these cases (as well);  

c) testing the Brutalisation theory through both qualitative and quantitative analyses on 

several and eventually dozens of past and present conflicts on other continents like 

Africa (e.g. in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Congo, Sudan), in order to arrive at a general if 

contestable assessment of the overall validity of the theory. 

d) expanding the comparative analysis to at least half a dozen cases across different 

cultures and ages in human history, particularly through the project Brutalities in Anti-

Imperial Revolts with Prof. Tomasz Polanski (see Ten Dam & Polanski 2015).1 
 

 

In the current exploratory phase of the project as presented in the manuscript, I primarily 

conduct qualitative analysis with a heavy reliance on English-language sources (both original 

and translated publications), including the daily reporting from BBC’s Summary of World 

Broadcasts (SWB) and from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL).2 I am not versed in 

                                                           

     1 The first cases – concerning non-state rebellion, resistance by (proto-)states against foreign occupation or a 

combination of both – selected for this Brutalities in Anti-Imperial Revolts project are (see further Ten Dam & 

Polanski 2015: esp. 205-206), at least for now, planned to be the following:   

1. The Ionian Revolt and other Greek-Hellenic uprisings against Persian rule, esp. 499-493 BC;  

2. The Egyptian Rebellion of 217-186 BC and related uprisings against Ptolemaic rule;  

3. The Great Jewish Revolt of 66-70 AD and associated Jewish uprisings against Roman rule;  

4. The Frisian uprisings of 782-785 and 793 AD against the Frankish Empire;  

5. The Scottish rebellion of 1296-1298 AD against English rule, and the Wars of Independence until 1314;  

6. The Circassian rebellions against Russian rule, 1763-1864; 

7. The Polish armed resistance against Nazi and Soviet/Polish-communist rule, 1939-1953. 

I will not necessarily research these cases in chronological order; the order will depend on funding and other 

opportunities that present themselves. 

     2 BBC’s SWB is freely accessible through www.lexisnexis.com for researchers at Leiden University. RFE/RL 

reports are freely accessible for all at www.rferl.org. The author’s qualitative two-case study uses both sources as 

http://www.lexisnexis.com/
http://www.rferl.org/
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the Russian, Chechen, Serbian, Albanian or any other local languages of the two case-studies 

in question, Kosovo and Chechnya – or rather Kosovar-Albanian and Chechen insurgents 

within and beyond Kosovo and Chechnya. This undoubtedly presents a limitation to the depth 

and extent of my analysis and knowledge. This limitation is not just due to the fact that I do not 

have a quick knack for languages, or to the fact that I generally lack the time and finances to 

learn these languages. It is also due to the practical consideration that I intended to expand the 

Brutalisation research project, on my own or in collaboration with others, to many more 

countries, regions and cultures, as the planned phases a) to d) as shown above indicate. It would 

be hardly doable or practicable, to say the least, to acquire dozens of languages in the process. 

Only the rare linguistic talent would be able to accomplish this. Last but not least I am, in the 

final analysis, a comparatist aiming to distinguish trends across as many countries and cultures 

as possible, rather than a lifelong specialist engaged in in-depth research on a few countries and 

cultures (my apologies if my “How to Feud and Rebel” Series in Iran and the Caucasus may 

have given that impression). 

 

Be as it may, even the current exploratory phase of the research project on its own requires 

follow-up research on any detectable conflict-motivations – and related violence-values and 

combat-stresses – among Chechen and Albanian insurgents during 1979-2001 (and beyond) in 

the following projects, to be presented in forthcoming and planned publications: 

 

 Project 1: Qualitative analysis of the life histories of half-a-dozen founders, leaders and 

senior commanders and half-a-dozen rebels (junior officers, foot soldiers, active 

supporters like messengers, suppliers etc.) of each of the main rebel movements or 

armed factions among the Chechens and Albanians, through interviews, field and 

archival research, literature reviews of (auto)biographies and/or other research means, 

in order to assess their morals, beliefs, objectives and attitudes towards and roles in any 

brutalities and brutalisations. 
 

 Project 2: Qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis of the manifest conflict-motivations 

– and violence-values and combat-stresses as well – among Chechen and Albanian 

insurgents in each of five selected occurrences prior to, during and after the conflict in 

question. Here, the aim is to determine how and why these motivations (appear to) have 

caused, triggered, contributed or otherwise affected the kinds and number of “attacks, 

combats and other violent acts resulting in fatalities, injuries and other notable, 

traumatic effects on combatants and/or non-combatants” (‘Semi-quantitative’ approach 

Box IV manuscript). 
 

 Project 3: Qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis of the manifest conflict-

motivations – and violence-values and combat-stresses – in Chechen and Albanian rebel 

groups and (other) armed formations along or across (sub-)clans or other smaller or 

wider kin groups in each of five selected occurrences prior to, during and after the 

conflict in question. Like in Project 2, the aim of this research on “behavioural and 

cultural violence-patterns by combatants, as individuals and participants in armed 

groups based on (sub-)clan and other group identities and loyalties” (Ten Dam 2015b: 

                                                           

well. However, RFE/RL’s online archives for the Balkans and the ex-USSR now only go back to the year 2000 at 

most (back to mid-1990s when the author first extensively used its site in 2005-2007); the author has downloaded 

hundreds of individual articles and reports over the years, yet many of their online-identifications have become 

outdated or fully defunct. For earlier articles and reports, one needs to gain access to the “archives of the RFE/RL 

Research Institute and its successor, the Open Media Research Institute, .. in the custody of the Open Society 

Archive in Budapest” (www.rferl.org/p/5806.html; see www.hoover.org/library-archives/collections/open-

society-archives-budapest-hungary; last acc. 5-12-2016). 

http://www.rferl.org/p/5806.html
http://www.hoover.org/library-archives/collections/open-society-archives-budapest-hungary
http://www.hoover.org/library-archives/collections/open-society-archives-budapest-hungary
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1), is to determine how and why these norms, motives and behaviours (appear to) have 

caused, triggered, contributed or otherwise affected the kinds and number of “attacks, 

combats and other violent acts resulting in fatalities, injuries and other notable, 

traumatic effects on combatants and/or non-combatants” (‘Semi-quantitative’ approach, 

Box IV manuscript). 
 

 Project 4: Quantitative and statistical analysis of all or many of the identifiable violent 

actions, incidents, events, development and trends by or involving Chechen and 

Albanian rebels – and other non-state, semi-state, self-styled-state and recognised 

(Russian and Serb) state actors (see phase a) of the overarching research project) 

including their (semi-)quantifiable degrees of brutality and brutalisation if any. If at all 

possible, the conflict-motivations – and violence-values and combat-stresses – among 

the insurgents in particular will be detected, quantified and tabulated for each and every 

‘event’ as well. The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) and the Armed Conflict 

Location and Event Data (ACLED) datasets appear to be the most suitable ones to use 

for this project. But this will involve such massive and time-consuming reinterpretations 

and reclassifications through the chosen concepts and typologies, that it may take a 

decade or more to even preliminarily complete this project if I conducted by me alone. 
 

 

Therefore, these four major projects are obviously facing some major conceptual, 

methodological and practical challenges. These challenges will first be faced and sought to 

overcome or at least ameliorated in the following exploratory project combining the themes of 

these four major projects and paying equal attention to the (semi-)state actors i.e. Serbs and 

Russians in the two-case study:  

 

Assessing brutalities and brutalisations due to violence-values, combat-stresses and conflict-

motivations (grievances, avarices, interests and ideologies) in all the main warring parties of 

the Russo-Chechen and Serbo-Albanian conflicts between 1989 and 2001 – including their 

armed formations along or across (sub-)clans or other kin groups if identifiable, and as 

manifested in the lives of their individual leaders, commanders, officers, soldiers and supporters 

– in discernable violent actions, incidents, events, development and/or trends during each of 

five selected occurrences prior to, during and after the conflicts in question. 

 

It is the intention to collaborate with more scholars on these phases and other aspects of the 

ongoing Brutalisation research project in the foreseeable future (perhaps also for subsequent 

Habilitation after a PhD for the current manuscript or an adapted version of it), as is currently 

being done with Prof. Tomasz Polanski in the Brutalities in Anti-Imperial Revolts project. Such 

collaborations are required in order to arrive at any definite assessment of the Brutalisation 

theory’s overall validity – or lack of it. 
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